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Abstract
Computer vision for large scale image analysis, or what we call “distant viewing”, offers an 
opportunity to recenter visual culture and visual ways of knowing. In my talk, I call for a “visual 
turn”, following Richard White’s call for a “spatial turn” almost 20 years ago. I will draw on 
examples from the Distant Viewing Lab’s analysis of 20th century US visual culture.

Note:  Below is prepared for a 15 minute presentation and is best read along with the slides.  I 
am turning this paper into an article. Feedback is greatly appreciated! 

Paper 
The prominence of text and word culture (evidence), holdings of our archives (access and 
curation), and  rise of text analysis and “distant reading” (technology and method) has centered 
textual data as a primary form of evidence in Digital History.

This builds upon a long tradition of text as the central way of knowing in the field. Other forms 
of knowledge such as aural, visual, and embodied remain peripheral; a condition exacerbated by 
computational approaches which privilege textual data. 

Today I want to call for a “visual turn” in (Digital) History. And by a visual turn I mean:
• Continuing to move from the periphery to center visual forms and ways of seeing as an 

object of study. 
• Harnessing the power of computational, digital methods that can reveal, embed, and 

reflect ways of seeing, viewing and therefore knowing.
• Recognizing that computers actually process images differently than text and when paired 

with modeling produces a different kind of evidence.
• Using visualizations as a method of inquiry as well as form for communicating 

scholarship. In other words, visuality as a way of communicating what we know as well 
as how we know that can reveal histories.

Such a turn is built on three shifts in the field. 

• Cultural Turn
• With the cultural turn in the 1960s,  the study of culture became a part of the field’s 

repertoire.    Historians expanded their sources to forms such as film, literature, music, 2

and theatre in order to understand peoples’ beliefs and norms that shaped their actions. In 
other words,  social practices in the past were shaped by cultural value systems and 
ideologies that were produced,  reflected, adjusted, and circulated through cultural forms. 

 This is meant to be a call for capital “H” History; the discipline and field institutionalized through 1

Departments and professional organizations. 

  For example, see scholars like Benedict Anderson, Stuart Hall, and Edward Said, whose work was 2

shaped by anthropologists like Clifford Geertz and Pierre Bourdieu.



One site where scholars turned to understand peoples’ ideas and beliefs was visual culture 
such as images and time-based media as led by scholars who often straddled History and 
area studies field such as American Studies, Film Studies, Media Studies, and Visual 
Culture Studies.3

• How fields like Film and Media Studies have also shaped the cultural turn is there 
understanding that  cultural beliefs are produced in different forms as well as 
acknowledging that different forms produce meaning differently.  In other words, not 
only did photography convey cultural ideas but the very way photography made meaning 
shaped their cultural messages and created cultures of visuality.  Social documentary 
photography from the FSA not only reflected and communicated the culture of 
segregation in the 1930s, but the very forms indexical qualities provided photography a 
clam to the real and reality that lent the medium authority and truth.  4

• The cultural turn then has moved from the periphery to the center visual forms as a site to 
understand the past. 

• Computational Turn / Digital Humanities
• Computational / Digital Humanities has opened up a new methodological repertoire. And 

there are several genealogies of DH.   I tend to avoid origin stories or battles over “firsts”.  5

What is more interesting to me is that the road from humanities computing to digital 
humanities  to digital history to emerging terms like computational humanities is lined 
with words. Text…text everywhere! In fact, not only do the major journals in DH focus 
on text as an the object of study, they are all written in text.6

• Because of the emphasis on text, text analysis has also enjoyed prominence. 
• Digital history has actually been an exciting outlier in some interesting ways. While the 

field continues to rely on words and text as evidence, the forms of Digital History have 
been more varied, particularly driven by work in digital, public history and the spatial 
turn, which leads me to my third shift.  

• Spatial Turn
• Almost 20 years ago Richard White’s called for a “conceptual focus on space” in 

History.   It was not that we should abandon studying change over time. Rather, in order 7

to understand change over time, recognizing that space is historical and taking serious 
spatial relations such as how the built environment affects travel or the flow of 

 For examples, see scholars like  Walter Benjamin, Martin Jay, Leigh Raiford, Shawn Michelle Smith, 3

Allen Tractenberg, Sasha Torres, and Laura Wexler. 

 See Grace Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation, 1890-1940.4

 For examples, see Susan Hockey article “The History of Humanities Computing", Patrik Svensson’s Big 5

Digital Humanities.,  and Tara McPherson’s “Why are the  Digital Humanities so White? or Thinking the 
Histories of Race and Computation.”

 Editors’s have said this as well including in a 2008 report to the ADHO, ALLC, and ACH, where editor 6

Marilyn Deegan wrote, “We do tend to focus on text primarily, we don’t publish too much on music, art, 
archaeology, or even history.” See Chapter 2 in Patrik Svensson’s Big Digital Humanities.

 White, Richard. “What is Spatial History?” Spatial History Project. Feb 2010.7

https://muse.jhu.edu/chapter/1985374
https://web.stanford.edu/group/spatialhistory/cgi-bin/site/pub.php?id=29
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/9780470999875.ch1
https://muse.jhu.edu/chapter/1985374
https://muse.jhu.edu/chapter/1985374
http://dhdebates.gc.cuny.edu/debates/text/29
http://dhdebates.gc.cuny.edu/debates/text/29


information, for example, reveals new histories.  The ability to understand space in new 
ways was facilitated by emerging technologies, particularly GIS.  A call for a shift in 
method and object of study was intricately linked to technology. (For those who might 
retort that this is technological romanticism or  an instrumental project, archives and the 
book are technologies after all. Not that we shouldn’t be critical of these technologies, but 
I’m not one to fetishize “traditional” ways.) The technology though was a means to 
pursue a method, what we would now most commonly call “spatial analysis”, informed 
by critical theory on space as ushered into the field Henri Lefebvre and later expanded by 
work in critical and cultural geography.   Spatial history, then, was “a means of doing 8

history”, White argued.  His work and that of his colleagues have changed how we 
practice and what we produce. 

 
Like Richard White’s call for a “conceptual focus on space”  almost 20 years ago, I am calling 9

for a conceptual focus on the visual in History as a new set of computational methods are 
emerging: namely computer vision and the rise of machine learning.   

So what do I mean? Let me turn to the work of the Distant Viewing Lab that I lead with my 
colleague Dr. Taylor Arnold.

What is distant viewing?
- method and theory for analyzing images at large scale
- make explicit the interpretive nature of extracting semantic metadata from images
- must "view" visual materials in order to study at scale
- assign a semantic meaning to an array of pixels construct a representation of 

elements contained within visual material: a code system in semiotics, or, 
similarly, a metadata schema in informatics

- design and apply algorithms/models capable of converting raw images into the 
established representation

- use exploratory data analysis to aggregate and visualize the automatic extraction 
of semantic elements

- Article Forthcoming: Arnold and Tilton.  "Distant Viewing." Digital Scholarship 
in the Humanities. March 2019. 

Now let’s turn to how our lab is part of the Visual Turn.

(1) Continuing to move from the periphery to center visual forms and ways of seeing as an object 
of study. 

 Let’s turn to an example. Millions of Americans watched TV in the 1960s. Three networks - 
ABC, CBS, and NBC - dominated and created shows that reflected, produced and challenged 
cultural norms.  Two female centered shows - Bewitched and I Dream of Jeannine -  became 

 Examples include work by Jeremy Crampton, David Bodenheimer, Jen Jack Gieseking, Angel David 8

Nieves, and Todd Presner.  

 White, Richard. “What is Spatial History?” Spatial History Project. Feb 2010.9

https://web.stanford.edu/group/spatialhistory/cgi-bin/site/pub.php?id=29


popular. Bewitched was the second-highest rated show on TV. And these are shows where we 
can understand how U.S. culture negotiated topics such as changing gender roles,  the meaning 
of suburbia, and cold war anxieties. We can then look to these shows style (i.e. formal elements) 
and content as evidence. 

 
(2) Harnessing the power of computational, digital methods that can reveal, embed, and reflect 
ways of seeing, viewing and therefore knowing.

The rise of computer vision and machine learning has opened up a new methodological 
ecosystem.  And we need to use and remake these technique with a critical lens.  We offer a 
method that we call “distant viewing” for example.

(3) Recognizing that computers actually process images differently than text and therefore 
produce a different kind of evidence.

Let’s turn to an example. I can use text analysis on this sentence and the computer never needs to 
know what the word means. However, what is this a photo of? How do we split this image like 
we split a sentence? We have to tell the computer what the pixels mean and create a code system. 
We then have challenges of scale. For example,  one season of Bewitched  included 1 million+ 
detected faces and nearly 5,000 shots.

(4) Using visualizations as a method of inquiry as well as form for communicating scholarship. 
In other words, visuality as a way of communicating what we know as well as how we know that 
can reveal histories.

So what can we learn from these visualizations?  We can look at when characters are on and off 
screen. We can look at an episode or across an entire season and series. We can then look at who 
is on screen together, which is important in sit-coms because the story link moves through 
dialogue. So, we can explore visual intimacy on screen. This leads to questions. Who are these 
sit-coms really about? We can then also look at ways of seeing and look at the gaze on different 
characters opening up new sets of questions.   10

 
Now back to the big picture. 

I am not one for hype and have never been one to say DH will be “the next big thing” . 11

And I share Richard White’s position that this call is not an effort to revolutionize the field. 
Rather it is, as he writes, “a humble— if demanding and expensive—attempt to do history in a 
different way”.  So, my provocation today is that it’s time for a visual turn in History.  12

 Article under review at the Journal of Cultural Analytics based on the visual style in the two sit-coms. 10

http://dhdebates.gc.cuny.edu/debates/text/38 ; Can also see this article llc.oxfordjournals.org/content/11

28/4/629.abstract for a longer history of how technology, innovation, and hyperbole are linked in parts of 
DH. 

 https://web.stanford.edu/group/spatialhistory/cgi-bin/site/pub.php?id=2912

http://dhdebates.gc.cuny.edu/debates/text/38
http://llc.oxfordjournals.org/content/28/4/629.abstract
http://llc.oxfordjournals.org/content/28/4/629.abstract
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VISUAL TURN



Visual Turn in (Digital) History
Center

…visual forms and 
ways of seeing as 
an object of study

Harness

…the power of 
computational, 
digital methods 
that can reveal, 
embed, and reflect 
ways of seeing, 
viewing and 
therefore knowing.

Recognize

…that computers 
actually process 
images differently 
than text and when 
paired with 
modeling produces 
a different kind of 
evidence.
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Utilize

…visualizations as 
a method of inquiry 
as well as form for 
communicating 
scholarship.
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2.
DISTANT VIEWING 
(Lab)



Distant Viewing
• method and theory for analyzing images at large scale
• make explicit the interpretive nature of extracting semantic metadata 

from images
• must "view" visual materials in order to study at scale
• assign a semantic meaning to an array of pixels construct a 

representation of elements contained within visual material: a code 
system in semiotics, or, similarly, a metadata schema in informatics

• design and apply algorithms/models capable of converting raw images 
into the established representation

• use exploratory data analysis to aggregate and visualize the automatic 
extraction of semantic elements

7
Article: Arnold and Tilton.  "Distant Viewing." Digital Scholarship in the Humanities. 
Forthcoming. March 2019. 



Center
…visual forms and 
ways of seeing as an 
object of study.
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Harness
…the power of 
computational, digital 
methods that can reveal, 
embed, and reflect ways 
of seeing, viewing and 
therefore knowing.
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Recognize

…that computers actually 
process images differently 
than text and when paired 
with modeling produces a 
different kind of evidence.
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“Darrin is speaking to Samantha, who is sitting at the kitchen table, as Tabitha looks on.”

• - Tokenization

- - Lemmatization

- - Word Frequencies

- - Concordances

- - Topic Modeling
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https://vimeo.com/259800877

https://vimeo.com/259800877


Utilize
…visualizations as a 
method of inquiry as 
well as form for 
communicating 
scholarship.
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Arnold, Burke, and Tilton. “Visual Style in Two Network Era Sitcoms.” Journal of Cultural Analytics.  Forthcoming.



Visual Turn in (Digital) History
Center

…visual forms and 
ways of seeing as 
an object of study

Harness

…the power of 
computational, 
digital methods 
that can reveal, 
embed, and reflect 
ways of seeing, 
viewing and 
therefore knowing.

Recognize

…that computers 
actually process 
images differently 
than text and when 
paired with 
modeling produces 
a different kind of 
evidence.
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Utilize

…visualizations as 
a method of inquiry 
as well as form for 
communicating 
scholarship.
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